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The phase-inverted echo-amplitude detected nutation (PEA- Another parameter for labeling individual EPR transitions
NUT) experiment for the measurement of transient electron spin is the transition moment, which is in general different for
nutation frequencies is introduced. In this new pulse sequence, different transitions. A recently introduced approach that
nutation refocused to a rotary echo is detected via the amplitude makes use of the transition moments to spread an EPR spec-
modulation of a primary electron spin echo. Since detection and trum into a second dimension is forbidden-transition-labeled
excitation of the nutation are fully separated in time, experiments

EPR (FORTE) (3) . FORTE is based on a hole-burningat very high nutation frequencies become feasible. The nutation
experiment and allows the separation of allowed and forbid-frequencies which are proportional to the transition moment of
den EPR transitions. Another scheme makes use of the pro-an EPR transition can be used to label individual EPR lines by
portionality between the transition moment and the fre-an additional parameter. Using a two-dimensional PEANUT ex-
quency at which an electron or nuclear spin ensemble nutatesperiment which correlates the nutation frequencies with the reso-

nance fields, the interpretation of complicated field-swept EPR under microwave (MW) or radio frequency irradiation
spectra can considerably be simplified. A theoretical description (4, 5) . In NMR and NQR spectroscopy, transient nutation
of the experiment is given and the inner working of the approach is experiments are frequently used to elucidate quadrupolar
described. The predicted features of PEANUT spectra are verified interactions of nuclei with half-integer spin (6) , whereas in
experimentally and examples of applications to both ordered and

pulse electron nuclear double resonance, where the nutation
disordered systems are given. q 1998 Academic Press

of the nuclear spins is indirectly observed via the electronKey Words: electron spin resonance; pulse EPR; transient nuta-
spin, the approach can be used to determine the number oftion; 2D EPR; transition moments.
equivalent nuclei (7) .

In EPR, 1D and 2D transient nutation techniques have
INTRODUCTION been applied to investigate excited triplet states and spin-

correlated radical pairs (8–12) , to determine electron spinIn solid-state EPR spectra the transition frequencies de-
multiplicities (13–16) , to discriminate between allowed andpend on the anisotropic magnetic interactions characterizing
forbidden transitions (15) , and to separate overlapping EPRthe spin system and on the orientation of the paramagnetic
spectra (15) . In these electron spin nutation experiments,species with respect to the external magnetic field vector. In
the signal is recorded either directly during MW irradiationmany cases, particularly in orientationally disordered sys-
or after MW irradiation by measuring a free induction decaytems, it is difficult or even impossible to extract all the
or a primary electron spin echo.magnetic parameters from a conventional field-swept contin-

In this work we introduce the phase-inverted echo-ampli-uous wave (CW) EPR spectrum. Pulse methods offer vari-
tude detected nutation (PEANUT) experiment (17) which isous possibilities for labeling an EPR transition by an addi-
based on the measurement of an electron-spin-echo-detectedtional parameter that depends, for example, on the change
rotary echo (18) . In the proposed pulse scheme shown inof the resonance frequency of a line upon reorientation (an-
Fig. 1, MW irradiation and signal detection are separated inisotropy-resolved EPR (1)) , or on the g value of a particular
time, and nutation frequency distributions are partly refo-transition (electron Zeeman-resolved EPR (2)) . In a
cused. Compared to the known nutation schemes used intwo-dimensional (2D) plot representing the signal intensity
EPR spectroscopy, PEANUT is distinguished by a numberas a function of both the B0 field and this additional parame-
of advantages.ter, the disentangled EPR spectrum is then much easier to

interpret.
— Direct detection: The detection of the transient nuta-

tion signal during MW irradiation (8, 11, 15) suffers from1 Current address: Universität Bonn, Institut für Anorganische Chemie,
D-53121 Bonn, Germany. low nutation frequencies, since at higher MW power leakage
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87THE PEANUT EXPERIMENT

moment of an EPR transition on the various magnetic param-
eters. Then we give a rigorous theoretical treatment of the
PEANUT experiment based on the density operator formal-
ism and discuss the inner working of the scheme. Finally,
we verify experimentally the features predicted by theory
and demonstrate the potential of the method by two examples
of application.

FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for the PEANUT experiment. The HTA pulse
NUTATION FREQUENCIESthat nutates the spins is subdivided into two parts which differ in phase by

p and create a rotary echo at t Å T /2.
An electron–nuclear spin system with an effective elec-

tron spin S and n nuclear spins I in the presence of MW
irradiation is described in the laboratory frame by the spinfed to the detection system makes the measurement of the
Hamiltonian (in angular frequency units)nutation signal impossible.

— FID detection: Nutation can also be detected by moni-
H Å H0 / H1 , [1]toring the amplitude of the FID that follows a high-turning-

angle (HTA) pulse, as a function of pulse duration T . Fourier
with the static Hamiltoniantransformation of the FID yields the EPR spectrum with

peak amplitudes oscillating with time T (13, 14, 16) . In a
2D representation the resonance frequencies are then again H0 Å HEZ / HZFS / HHFS / HNQ / HNZ

correlated with the nutation frequencies (10) . This scheme
Å beB0gS /\ / SDSworks well for EPR spectra with a small frequency range

and narrow lines. However, for broad spectra it is no longer / ∑
n

iÅ1

(SAi Ii / IiQi Ii 0 bngniB0Ii /\) [2]possible to excite all the transitions and for the limiting case
Ginh @ v1 , the FID changes its character completely: a so-
called oscillatory FID of length T is observed with frequen- and the perturbation
cies that are no longer related to the resonance offsets of
particular EPR lines (19) .

H1 Å be2B1gS /\ . [3]— Echo detection: The magnetization of the nutating
spins can also be observed by using echo detection. Two

B0 is the static magnetic field vector along the z axis andsuch schemes have been proposed. In the first experiment,
2B1 Å 2B1cos(vMW t)ex is the linearly polarized MW fieldthe transverse magnetization that dephases during time t
chosen along x with frequency vMW and amplitude 2B1 . Theafter a single HTA pulse is refocused by a p pulse to an
observed signal, and in particular its nutation frequency vTNecho observed at 2t (16) . In the second experiment, the
are complicated functions of the quantities g , D , Ai , andtwo-pulse sequence p /2– t– p– t–echo applied at time t
Qi , the vectors B0 and B1 , the resonance offset, and theafter the HTA pulse detects the longitudinal magnetization
changes of the magnetic quantum numbers DmS and Dmi

Ipresent at the end of the HTA pulse (9) . In the latter scheme
that characterize a particular transition. To follow the timetime t is long compared to T2 but short compared to T1 , so
evolution of the spin system, one must solve the Liouville–that all the electron coherence has decayed. In both echo
von Neumann equationmethods the length of the HTA pulse is incremented. How-

ever, in these schemes the B1-field inhomogeneity is not
refocused. s

h
( t) Å 0i[ H , s( t)] , [4]

The advantages of the PEANUT experiment presented
which is usually done in a rotating frame where H is time-in this work can be summarized as follows: High nutation
independent. The observed signal is then proportional to thefrequencies can be generated and observed; B1-field inhomo-
trace of the product of the matrix representation of s( t) andgeneities are refocused; the frequency window of spins that
the detection operator. In the following we briefly discusscontribute to the signal is controlled by the preparation pulse;
the nutation of electron spins for some special systems.there is no relaxational broadening; intensities of forbidden

S Å 1
2, isotropic g . This two-level system which repre-transitions can be increased by using preparation pulses with

sents the most simple situations is described by the rotatingeffective p /2 flip angles; undesired peaks caused by nuclear
frame Hamiltonianspins are weak; the data also contain the field-swept EPR

spectrum (spin-lock projection).
First, we briefly review the dependence of the transition H Å VSSz / v1Sx , [5]
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88 STOLL ET AL.

with the pumping field along x , the resonance offset VS Å strated that extremely small g values corresponding to reso-
nance fields B0 far beyond the available range can indirectlybegB0 /\ 0 vMW and the MW field strength in angular fre-

quency units v1 Å begB1 /\ (note that these expressions be measured via the nutation frequency (20) .
contain the g value which is spin-system specific). Starting S Å 1

2, I Å 1
2, isotropic g . For this simple two-spin system

from thermal equilibrium and assuming v1 @ 1/T2 @ 1/T1 the rotating frame frequencies of the two allowed and two
for the longitudinal relaxation time T1 and the spin–spin forbidden transitions are given by
relaxation time T2 (extreme underdamping), the signal along
y for a particular off-resonance spin packet is given by (8)

va Å VS { 1
2 (va 0 vb) [14]

Sy( t) }
v1

vTN

sin(vTNt)expF0 t

T2
S1 0 1

2
v 2

1

v 2
TN
DG , [6]

and

with the nutation frequency vf Å VS { 1
2 (va / vb) , [15]

vTN Å [v 2
1 / V 2

S]1/2 . [7]
with

A similar expression is found for Sx( t) . The angle u between
the nutation axis vTN and the z axis is defined by Zva

vb
Z Å FS(vI {

A

2D
2

/ S B

2 D
2G1/2

, [16]
tan u Å v1 /VS . [8]

For an inhomogeneous line of width Ginh @ v1 excited at A Å Azz , B Å (A 2
zx / A 2

zy )1/2 , and the nuclear Zeeman
the center, the integrated signal (excluding times tõ 1/vTN) frequency vI Å 0bngnB0 /\ . For the corresponding on-reso-
is given by nance nutation frequencies we find

Sy( t) } v1 f (vMW )J0(v1t)exp(0t /2T2) , [9]

v a
TN Å SÉv 2

I 0 1
4 (va 0 vb)2

É

vavb
D1/2

v1 Å I 1/2
a v1 [17]

where f (vMW ) is the value of the normalized lineshape func-
tion at the center of the line and J0(v1t) is the zeroth-
order Bessel function of the first kind, which describes an
additional damping. Sx( t) vanishes, since it contains only v f

TN Å SÉv 2
I 0 1

4 (va / vb)2
É

vavb
D1/2

v1 Å I 1/2
f v1 , [18]

terms that are odd with respect to VS .
S Å 1

2, anisotropic g . The situation with an anisotropic
where Ia and I f are the transition probabilities of the allowedg matrix is much more complicated (20) . For an axially
and forbidden transitions, respectively (22) . Since in mostsymmetric g matrix Eq. [9] takes the form
cases Ia @ I f , the nutation experiment can be used to separate
allowed and forbidden transitions (15) .Sy( t) } v eff

1 f (vMW )J0(v eff
1 t)exp(0t /2T2) , [10]

S ú 1
2, isotropic g . The investigation of spin systems

with S ú 1
2 is complex for ÉHZFSÉ É ÉH1É. Note that this iswith

analogous to quadrupole nutation in NMR (23) and that the
theoretical results for I Å 3

2 (23–25) and I Å 5
2 (24–26)v eff

1 Å beB1g1 /\ [11]
systems can also be applied to the EPR case. For ÉHZFSÉ !

g1 Å (g⊥ /g) (g 2sin2a / g 2
\ cos2a)1/2 [12]

ÉH1É, the on-resonance nutation frequency vTN is simply
given by v1 , whereas for ÉHZFSÉ @ ÉH1É and a transitiong Å (g 2

\ cos2b / g 2
⊥ sin2b)1/2 , [13]

ÉS , m*S … } ÉS , mS … , it is described by

and the Euler angles a, b (21) . This dependence of the
nutation frequency v eff

1 on the g matrix can be used to sepa-
vTN Å [S(S / 1) 0 mSm *S ]1/2v1 . [19]

rate overlapping EPR spectra of different species or different
sites in single crystals (15) . Since the nutation frequency is
related to the g value along B1 , the approach can also be In the latter case the nutation experiment can therefore be

used to determine the electron spin quantum number S andused to determine g values that are not accessible in a field-
swept EPR experiment. In particular it has been demon- to identify the various electron spin transitions (13–16) .
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89THE PEANUT EXPERIMENT

THE PEANUT EXPERIMENT nominal flip angle vptp Å p /2, and the two-step phase cycle
[0, 0, p] 0 [p, 0, p] to eliminate the oscillatory FID that
results from polarization present after this preparation pulseThe pulse sequence for the PEANUT experiment shown
are used. Under these assumptions, the signal of an individ-in Fig. 1 is basically a two-pulse primary spin echo sequence
ual spin packet with resonance offset VS along y at time twith the refocusing p pulse replaced by a special composite
after the HTA pulse is given by (28)nutation pulse. First, an MW p /2 pulse is applied whose

length determines the frequency window of the spins in-
volved in the experiment. The transverse magnetization ex- Sy( t) } c0 / c2ccosS2vTNS t 0 T

2DDcited by this pulse evolves and dephases during the first free
evolution period of length t. Then an HTA pulse of constant
length T is applied. However, in contrast to the locked-echo

/ c2ssinS2vTNS t 0 T

2DDsequence (27) the HTA pulse in PEANUT is subdivided
into two parts of variable length t and T 0 t with opposite
MW phases 0 and p. / c1ccos(vTNt) / c1ssin(vTNt) , [20]During time t the MW field is applied along the x axis,
so that the magnetization vector of an individual spin packet

with a constant term c0 , the coefficientswith resonance offset VS nutates with frequency vTN around
an effective field axis vTN in the xz plane that deviates from

c2c Å sin2u sin z {sin(vefftp) [1 0 sin2u sin2(VSt)]the z axis by the angle u. During time T 0 t the MW field
is applied along the 0x axis, and the spin packet now nutates / (cos(vefftp) 0 1)sin2u cos z
with the same frequency vTN around the corresponding effec-

1 sin(VSt)cos(VSt)},tive field axis vTN in the 0xz plane. The phase shift at
time t causes a partial refocusing of both the off-resonance c2s Å sin2u sin z cos u cos z(cos(vefftp) 0 1),
contributions and the inhomogeneity of the B1 field; the refo-

c1c Å 02 cos u sin2u sin z {cos(VSt)sin(vTNT )cusing is optimum for t Å T 0 t Å T /2. Note that the
formation of a rotary echo in the PEANUT experiment is / sin(VSt)cos u[1 / cos(vTNT )]}
more complex than in a conventional rotary echo experiment

1 {sin(vefftp)sin(VSt) 0 (cos(vefftp) 0 1)(18) , where the spin system is in thermal equilibrium before
the HTA pulse is applied. After the HTA pulse the spins 1 cos z cos(VSt)},
again freely evolve and form a primary echo at time t. As

c1s Å 2 sin2u cos u sin z {sin(vefftp)sin(VSt)an alternative to the proposed PEANUT experiment one
could think of a sequence with an HTA pulse without phase 1 [cos(VSt)(cos(vTNT ) 0 1)
change and variable length T . However, this simpler scheme

0 sin(VSt)cos u sin(vTNT )]suffers from the disadvantage of having a ‘‘deadtime’’ for
short T values of up to 40 ns. Experiments corroborate that / (cos(vefftp) 0 1)cos z
PEANUT is by far superior to such a simplified approach.

1 [sin(VSt)cos(VSt)cos u sin(vTNT )The motion of the magnetizations of the individual spin
packets during this pulse sequence is quite complicated, so 0 sin2(VSt) 0 cos2(VSt)cos(vTNT )]},
that a visualization in terms of magnetization trajectories on

[21]a unit sphere does not provide much insight. In a 2D PEA-
NUT experiment, the echo amplitude is recorded as a func-

andtion of time t , which is varied between 0 and T , and the
magnetic field strength B0 . Since the total length of the se-

tan z Å vp /VS [22]quence is kept constant during the experiment, the influence
of relaxation processes on the echo intensity is the same veff Å [v 2

p / V 2
S]1/2 . [23]

during the entire data acquisition.
An analytical formula for the PEANUT sequence has been The factor sin z describes the suppression of spin packets

derived for an isotropic S Å 1
2 electron spin system (17, 28) that are sufficiently off-resonant. For a nonselective prepara-

by using SOME (29) , a Mathematica package for carrying tion p /2 pulse, z Å p /2 and vefftp Å p /2, so that the coeffi-
out symbolic product operator manipulations. An inhomoge- cients in Eq. [21] reduce to
neously broadened symmetric EPR line excited at the center
is assumed, so that terms that are odd functions with respect

c2c Å sin2u[1 0 sin2u sin2(VSt)]
to VS can be skipped; relaxation is neglected. A selective
preparation pulse along x of length tp , field strength vp and c2s Å 0
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90 STOLL ET AL.

TABLE 1 The latter cannot be influenced, since the efficiency of the
Components of the PEANUT Signal detection is exclusively determined by the transition moment

in the expression for the detection operator. The preparation,
Oscillation First part of the Second part of the however, can be optimized by using a pulse with an effective

Signal component frequency HTA pulse HTA pulse
flip angle p /2 that maximizes the creation of electron coher-
ence. For an S Å 1

2, I Å 1
2 system, for example, the optimumSpin-locked echo 0 Locking Locking

Nutation decay, t Å 0 vTN Driving Locking flip angle for the allowed transitions is given by b Å
Nutation decay, t Å T vTN Locking Driving (p /2)(Ia )01/2 , which is close to p /2 (Eq. [17]) . For the
Rotary echo, t Å T/2 2vTN Driving Driving

forbidden transitions the optimum nominal flip angle is b Å
(p /2)(I f )01/2 , which is usually much larger than p /2 (Eq.
[18]) . Neglecting inhomogeneity and off-resonance effects,
the PEANUT signal intensity for optimum preparation is

c1c Å 02 cos u sin2u sin(VSt) then determined by the transition moment. If however a nom-
inal flip angle p /2 is used, the intensities are determined by1 {cos(VSt)sin(vTNT )
the transition probabilities. In real experiments, the signal

/ sin(VSt)cos u[1 / cos(vTNT )]} [24] amplitudes are influenced by a number of additional parame-
ters, so that the intensities cannot usually be described by

and such simple relations.
It should be noted that nuclear spins in the system may

c1s Å 2 cos u sin2u sin(VSt) manifest themselves in the nutation spectrum as peaks at the
nuclear transition frequencies. These undesired features that1 {cos(VSt) [cos(vTNT ) 0 1]
are caused by the nuclear modulation effect (22) , and are

0 sin(VSt)cos u sin(vTNT )}. especially pronounced at the free proton frequency, are con-
siderably weaker in PEANUT than in all the other nutation

The constant term c0 (28) describes the component of the schemes (17) . This is because the phase change in the HTA
magnetization that is locked along vTN during the two time pulse represents an additional forbidden transfer for the nu-
intervals of the HTA pulse. It does not evolve during time T clear coherence.
and refocuses at time t after the HTA pulse. The underlying An additional advantage of the 2D PEANUT experiment
coherence transfer pathway is equivalent to a spin-locked is that proper processing of the collected data allows one to
echo (27) . The second and third term in Eq. [20] describe obtain a 1D field-swept EPR spectrum which is closely re-
the modulation of the echo amplitude with frequency 2vTN. lated to an echo-detected EPR spectrum. The echo-detected
The doubling of the frequency is a consequence of the MW spectrum therefore does not have to be recorded separately;
phase inversion of the HTA pulse at time t . This part of the

it is obtained by calculating the mean values of the PEANUT
signal is created by the magnetization components that nutate

time traces that correspond approximately to the locked mag-
during the whole HTA pulse and is maximum at time t Å

netization (signal component c0 in Eq. [20]) . We therefore
T /2. The last two terms describe the modulation of the pri-

call the EPR spectrum obtained in this way a spin-lock pro-mary echo amplitude with the single nutation frequency vTN.
jection.It is caused by magnetization components that are locked

In the following we illustrate the inner working of theduring time t and nutate during time T 0 t , and vice versa.
PEANUT sequence by a number of simulations based onHowever, since their amplitudes are weighted with cos u
the analytical expressions given in Eqs. [20], [21]; only the(Eq. [21]) , only off-resonance spin packets will contribute
final integration over the EPR lineshape and the distributionto this component of the signal. The characteristics of the
of v1 have been computed numerically.three types of terms and the effect of the two parts of the

Microwave field strength. Lineshapes along the nutationHTA pulse on them are summarized in Table 1. Since the
dimension depend on the ratio between MW field strengthsingly nutating part is maximum close to t Å 0 and t Å T ,
and inhomogeneity Ginh of the EPR line shape. (a) v1 !and dephasing is governed by the off-resonance contribution
Ginh : At MW fields v1 small compared to the inhomogeneousexcited by the preparation pulse, it can in almost all practical
linewidth Ginh , off-resonance effects are very prominent. Incases be separated in time from the doubly nutating part by
the absence of other broadening mechanisms the features ofchoosing an appropriate T value. Data acquisition can then
the terms nutating at vTN and 2vTN are not fully separatedbe restricted to the central region T /3 ° t ° 2T /3, resulting
from each other (Fig. 2a, upper left) , and the correspondingin a considerable saving of measuring time.
peaks in the spectrum are asymmetric with long tails at theirFor more complex spin systems each transition is charac-
high-frequency end. In 2D plots these tails that result fromterized by its individual transition moment, affecting the

PEANUT signal intensity during excitation and detection. off-resonance contributions described by Eq. [7] manifest
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91THE PEANUT EXPERIMENT

Suppression effects. All the coefficients in Eqs. [21] and
[24] depend on time t and the resonance offset VS , so
that spin packets with particular values of (VSt) will not
contribute to the signal. After integration over VS this results
in a hole pattern imposed on the high-frequency tails of the
peaks which is caused by the square root relationship of the
nutation frequency (Eq. [7]) . The effect is shown in Figs.
3a and 3b (left) for t Å 300 and 700 ns. With increasing
t values the amplitude of the modulation pattern gets shal-
lower and the frequency increases. The suppression effects
can only be observed in systems with very sharply defined
nutation frequencies. In most practical applications it is of
no relevance.

Selective preparation. The selectivity of the PEANUT
experiment can be controlled by the length of the preparation
pulse. A preparation pulse of duration tp excites only spins
within a frequency window of about 2p / tp . Correspondingly,
a longer preparation pulse yields a smaller linewidth in the
nutation spectrum, as long as offset effects contribute to the
linewidth (v1 ° Ginh ) . This is demonstrated in Figs. 4a and
4b (left) for two preparation pulses of length 10 and 300
ns with a nominal flip angle p /2.

EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments on g-irradiated Herasil quartz, a simple S Å
1
2 system, were carried out at a temperature of 180 K and an

FIG. 2. Effect of the MW field strength v1 on the PEANUT nutation
MW frequency of 9.041 GHz on a homebuilt pulse X-bandpattern, demonstrated on g-irradiated Herasil quartz. Simulated (upper
EPR spectrometer (30) equipped with a probehead with atraces) and experimental ( lower traces) time domain data (left) are shown

together with the experimental absolute-value spectra (right) . (a) v1 /2p dielectric ring resonator (1) . With this spectrometer, higher
Å 5.68 MHz õ Ginh /2p, (b) v1 /2p Å 25.21 MHz É Ginh /2p, (c) v1 /2p pulse power (corresponding MW field strength: v1 /2p É
Å 43.00 MHz ú Ginh /2p. Parameters: length of preparation pulse tp Å 10 120 MHz for g Å 2) can be achieved than with the Bruker
ns, length of HTA pulse T Å 4 ms, t Å 700 ns.

ESP 380E spectrometer. The intrinsic inhomogeneous width
of the spectrum of 0.2 mT was increased to about 1 mT by

themselves as ridges, which can only be observed in spe-
cially chosen samples with narrow lines (see below). (b)
v1 É Ginh : For this situation the singly and doubly nutating
features are nicely separated in the time (Fig. 2b, upper
left) , and the frequency domain and the high-field tails are
less pronounced. (c) v1 ú Ginh : If v1 exceeds Ginh the two
oscillation patterns are fully separated (Fig. 2c, upper left)
and the peak at 2vTN is virtually symmetric, since for all
spin packets involved in the experiment, vTN É v1 . (d) v1

@ Ginh : In this case off-resonance effects can be neglected
so that the singly nutating features and the coefficient c2s of
the doubly nutating frequency vanish (u É p /2, see Eq.
[21]) . Note that in all the simulations and corresponding
experimental verifications shown in Figs. 2–4, for illustra-
tive purposes the entire time domain signals, containing both

FIG. 3. Demonstration of the suppression effect in PEANUT experi-the vTN and 2vTN frequency, are Fourier transformed. In a
ments performed on g-irradiated Herasil quartz. Simulated (left) and experi-

real experimental application the frequencies vTN can easily mental (right) nutation spectra are shown for two different t values. (a) t
be eliminated by considering only the center part of the time Å 300 ns, (b) t Å 700 ns. Parameters: length of preparation pulse tp Å 10

ns, length of HTA pulse T Å 4 ms.domain signal (see above).
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92 STOLL ET AL.

FIG. 4. Influence of the selectivity of the preparation p /2 pulse on the
linewidth in PEANUT experiments. (Left) Simulations, (right) experiments
performed on g-irradiated Herasil quartz. Length of the preparation pulse
(a) tp Å 10 ns, (b) tp Å 300 ns. Parameters: length of HTA pulse T Å 4
ms, t Å 700 ns.

FIG. 6. Single crystal EPR spectra of Mn2/-doped CaCO3. (a) Two-applying a static magnetic field gradient along B0 . If not
pulse echo-detected EPR spectrum, (b) spin-lock projection EPR spectrum.

specially mentioned the entire time domain signals have been
Fourier transformed and absolute-value spectra have been
calculated. No apodization or zero filling has been used.

quadrature detection. The data were then apodized with aPEANUT experiments on Mn2/-doped powders and sin-
sin2 window, zero-filled to 256 points, and Fourier trans-gle crystals were performed on a Bruker ESP-380E pulse X-
formed along the nutation dimension. In these figures againband EPR spectrometer equipped with a dielectric resonator
absolute-value spectra are shown.(Bruker EN 4118) and a helium gas flow cryostat from

For spin-lock projection EPR a Mn2/-doped CaCO3 singleOxford. The pulse channels were calibrated by maximizing
crystal with two inequivalent Mn2/ sites with different hy-the echo amplitude in a two-pulse spin echo experiment. A
perfine parameters has been used. Mn2/-doped CaO powderdetection window of 24 ns centered at time t after the HTA
was equilibrated with water and then dried at 2007C underpulse was used. All time domain signals were recorded using
high vacuum for several hours to define a reproducible water
content. Mn2/-doped La2Mg3(NO3)12r24H2O single crys-
tals were grown from aqueous solution. Spectra of the
[Mn(H2O)6]2/ centers in the La2Mg3(NO3)12r24H2O single
crystal at an arbitrary orientation were measured at a temper-
ature of 15 K and an MW frequency of 9.723 GHz. For the
CW EPR spectrum, an MW power of 63 mW and a modula-
tion amplitude of 50 mT (peak-to-peak) were employed. The
phase cycle [0] – [p] for the MW p /2 pulse of duration tp

Å 64 ns has been used. Other parameters are t Å 248 ns,
T Å 2408 ns, starting value t0 Å 800 ns, time increment Dt
Å 8 ns, and field increment DB0 Å 50 mT. The size of the
data matrix was given by 100 points in the nutation dimen-
sion (symmetric to T /2) and 2801 points in the B0-field
dimension. A cubic function was used for baseline correction
in the time domain. Numerical computations have been per-
formed using the C// library GAMMA (31) .

FIG. 5. Influence of the time domain window used for Fourier transfor-
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

mation on the spectrum, demonstrated on g-irradiated Herasil quartz, v1 /
2p Å 25.21 MHz. (a) Time domain trace, dashed lines mark time interval

In this experimental section we verify some of the theoret-used in (c) . (b) Absolute-value spectrum obtained with the full data set.
(c) Absolute-value spectrum for 00.66 ° t 0 T

2 õ 0.66 ms. ically predicted features of the PEANUT approach, show a
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v1 than in the corresponding simulation. This is because
already small misadjustments of phase and amplitude be-
tween the two time periods of the subdivided HTA pulse
lead to incomplete refocusing of the nutation echo. The in-
fluence of a properly chosen reduced time domain data trace
on the spectrum is shown in Fig. 5 for the case v1 É Ginh .
The full data trace (Fig. 5b) and only 1/3 of the time domain
data centered around t 0 T /2 Å 0 (Fig. 5c) are considered.
In the case of the reduced data set, the peak at vTN is found
to be virtually absent. The narrow hole in the peaks at vTN

in Figs. 2 and 5 is traced back to an artifact introduced by
the data handling.

The modulation patterns imposed on the high-frequency
tails of the vTN and 2vTN peaks which were predicted from
the t-dependence of the coefficients in Eqs. [21] could also
very nicely be verified. Figures 3a and 3b (right) show the
two experimental PEANUT spectra for t Å 300 ns (a) and
700 ns (b) . Apart from the above-mentioned different inten-
sity ratios I(vTN)/I(2vTN) , the spectra show the same fea-
tures as found in the corresponding simulations (Figs. 3a,
3b, left) .

Finally, also the dependence of the linewidth on the length
tp of the preparation pulse could be verified. Figures 4a and
4b (right) show experimental nutation spectra recorded with
tp Å 10 ns (a) and 300 ns (b) . The linewidth is found to
be considerably narrower for longer preparation pulses, in
agreement with theory.

Spin-Lock Projection EPR Spectrum

FIG. 7. EPR spectra of Mn2/-doped CaO recorded at 15 K. (a) Contin- The spin-lock projection approach is exemplified on a
uous wave EPR spectrum. (b) Two-pulse echo-detected EPR spectrum with Mn2/-doped CaCO3 single crystal. In Fig. 6 the two-pulse
six strong and narrow É

1
2, m1 … } É01

2, mI … transitions and weak and broad echo-detected EPR spectrum (a) is compared with the EPR
É{3

2, mI … } É{1
2, mI … transitions. (c) Cross-section of the 2D PEANUT spectrum obtained by computing the spin-lock projection

spectrum at 25 MHz showing the six É
1
2, mI … } É01

2, mI … transitions. (d) (b) from the 2D PEANUT time domain data. The same peak
Cross-section of the 2D PEANUT spectrum at 4 MHz showing the 10 positions are found in both spectra.
forbidden transitions. É1

2, mI … } É01
2, mI { 1 … .

Examples of Application

(1) Separation of allowed and forbidden transitions in a
disordered system. Mn2/-doped CaO is used to demon-spin-lock projection EPR spectrum, and present two exam-

ples of applications, one of a disordered and one of an or-
dered system.

Verification of Spectral Features

For the experimental verifications we made use of a g-
irradiated Herasil quartz sample with an artificially increased
inhomogeneous linewidth. The experimental data in Fig. 2
(lower time domain traces and corresponding absolute-value
spectra) demonstrate the influence of v1 on the time domain
signals and the corresponding spectra; simulations and ex-

FIG. 8. Continuous wave EPR spectrum of [Mn(H2O)6]2/ centers inperiments are in good agreement. The lineshape of the peak
a single crystal of Mn2/-doped La2Mg3(NO3)12r24H2O at arbitrary orienta-

at 2vTN becomes virtually symmetric at high nutation fre- tion, recorded at 15 K. The spectra of two different types of hexaquo
quencies (Fig. 2c, right) as predicted by theory. The intensity complexes are superimposed. The asterisks designate two lines where sig-

nals due to both centers nearly coincide and are unresolved.of the 2vTN signal is however considerably weaker at high
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FIG. 9. Contour plot ( logarithmic levels) of a 2D PEANUT spectrum of [Mn(H2O)6]2/ centers in a single crystal of Mn2/-doped La2Mg3

(NO3)12r24H2O at the same orientation as in Fig. 9. Groups of peaks that differ only in the magnetic quantum number of the manganese nucleus are
connected by bold lines.

strate the potential of PEANUT for the measurement of weak are found to be significantly narrower than the corresponding
forbidden lines. In this S Å 5

2, I Å 5
2 spin system, 30 allowed peaks obtained from the echo amplitude modulation in a

EPR transitions, namely É
1
2, mI … } É01

2, mI … , É{3
2, mI … } É{ p /2– t–HTA(T) – t–echo spin-locked sequence where an

1
2, mI … , and É{5

2, mI … } É{3
2, mI … are expected. In the CW HTA pulse without phase change is used, and also narrower

and pulse field-swept EPR powder spectra shown in Figs. than the peaks observed in the echo-detected and FID-de-
7a, 7b, the six É

1
2, mI … } É01

2, mI … transitions are observed tected nutation experiments.
as sharp peaks (almost isotropic g and Mn2/-hyperfine ma- (2) Separation of peaks belonging to different sites and
trices) . The É{3

2, mI … } É{1
2, mI … transitions manifest in the magnetic quantum numbers in an ordered system. The im-

CW EPR spectrum as broad features. The É{5
2, mI … } É{3

2, provements in resolution and the simplification of assign-mI … transitions are broadened beyond observation because
ment problems are exemplified by measurements on a singleof their strong orientation dependence. In addition to the
crystal of Mn2/-doped La2Mg3(NO3)12r24H2O. This sam-allowed transition, 10 narrow forbidden transitions É

1
2, ple features two types of [Mn(H2O)6]2/ centers: Type ImI … } É01

2, mI { 1 … are expected. Part of these forbidden
with trigonal and inversion symmetry and type II with onlytransitions can only be observed in the CW EPR spectrum
trigonal symmetry (32, 33) . For both types, second-orderwhere they overlap with the É{3

2, mI … } É{1
2, mI … transi-

effects due to manganese hyperfine coupling and the zero-tions (Fig. 7a ) .
field splitting are significant so that the splittings within theIn the 2D PEANUT plot, vTN versus B0 field, recorded
hyperfine multiplets ( i.e., six transitions that differ only inwith v1 /2p É 5 MHz the allowed transitions are observed
the magnetic quantum number of the manganese nucleus)in the nutation frequency region 20 MHz õ 2vTN/2p õ 30
are not equal. In addition one also observes forbidden transi-MHz, with the frequencies of the six É

1
2, mI … } É01

2, mI …

tions. As a result, even the single crystal EPR spectrum ispeaks at the high frequency end of the spectrum (2vTN É
not properly resolved and the peaks are difficult to assign6 v1 , Eq. [19]) . The cross-section of these features is shown
(Fig. 8) . The introduction of the nutation frequency as ain Fig. 7c. The 10 forbidden transitions nutate at a frequency
second dimension improves resolution drastically, as is dem-2vTN/2p É 4 MHz, which is considerably lower than that
onstrated by the contour plot in Fig. 9 (logarithmic levels) .of the allowed transitions. The corresponding cross-section
A number of hyperfine multiplets can now easily be recog-shown in Fig. 7d contains only the forbidden transitions.
nized. Note that because of the large intensity variationsSince the linewidth of the allowed and forbidden transitions
in the PEANUT spectrum, the information cannot be fullyin the vTN dimension is about 3 MHz (FWHH), their spectra

are fully separated from each other. The PEANUT peaks exploited with only one set of contour levels. For instance,
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of all EPR transitions. This redundancy allows one to discard
regions of the spectrum where even in the 2D PEANUT
experiment the features are not fully resolved. Such a region
appears for the Mn2/-doped La2Mg3(NO3)12r24H2O single
crystal between 340 and 350 mT in the nutation frequency
range from 3 to 10 MHz (see Fig. 9) .

CONCLUSION

The 2D PEANUT experiment introduced in this work
allows a field-swept EPR spectrum to be spread into a second
dimension, according to the transition moments of the indi-
vidual EPR lines. The approach is instrumentally less de-
manding than other methods for disentangling EPR spectra
and can easily be implemented on any pulse EPR spectrome-
ter. In disordered systems PEANUT may also help to find
the proper field position for experiments like ESEEM or
pulse ENDOR. The applicability of very high nutation fields
and relatively narrow spectral features make PEANUT supe-
rior to all the other nutation methods. This we found by
comparing the different types of nutation experiments men-
tioned in the introduction, carried out at one of the central
transitions of the powder spectrum of Mn2/-doped CaO
(17) . Moreover, the undesired feature at the free proton
frequency caused by the nuclear modulation effect of protons
in the vicinity of the unpaired electron is found to be much
weaker in the PEANUT experiment than in the other ap-
proaches.
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